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Abstract. The distributional properties of the duration of a recur- 
rent Bessel process straddling an independent exponential time are 
studied in detail. Although our study may be considered as a par- 
ticular case of Winkel's in [25], the infinite divisibility structure of 
these Bessel durations is particularly rich and we develop algebraic 
properties for a family of random variables arising from the U v y  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. The excursion durations A,  (0 < a < 1) of Bessel processes. Let 
((R,, t 2 O), PI) denote a Bessel process starting from 0, with dimension 
d=2(1-a), O < d < 2  (or O < a <  I). For any t 2 O  let us defins 
(1.1) g ~ ) : = s u p { s d t ; R s = O )  and d J " ) : = i n f { s > t ; ~ , = 0 )  
so that dp) : = dj")-gP1 is the length of the excursion above 0, straddling t, for 
the process ( K ,  u 2 0). 
We denote by e a standard exponential variable, independent of (R,, u 2 0). 
In a recent work, Fujita and Yor [I21 studied the laws of 
sup R,, sup R,, sup R,. 
s S gr) s S e  s<dY1 
Here, in a si~nilar way, but focussing on durations rather than on heights, we 
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shall study exhaustively the law of 
In a first step we compute the density fdb of A,: 
and we prove that 
+ .  . 
- .  
(1.5) E[exp(-AAJ]=(1+A~-A" (120) .  
Note. We hope to devote another paper to the study- of the remarkable 
properties of the subordinator (A,,z(t), t 2 0) whose value at time I is A,,,. 
8.2. A general resalt by Winkel [25]. In fact, formulae (1.4) and (1.5) are 
a very particular case of a general result by Winkel [25], which we now de- 
scribe. 
Let (z,, I >, 0) denote a subordinator with associated Bernstein func- 
tion @, i.e. 
E [exp ( -AT,)] = exp (- 14 (A)) (A, 1 2 0). 
We define, for any t 2 0, 
(1.6) Lt = inf (I : zl > t), 
(1.7) 0, = zo, - t (the overshoot), ' U, = t -qLt) - (the undershoot), 
and 
For e, an independent standard exponential variable, Winkel computes (see 
Corollary 1 in [25j) the Laplace transform of the 7-tuple: 
(e, L,, Ue, 00 z,;, z,=, Ae). -- 
* / C W  
As a very partial result of this multidimensional formula, he obtains 
Hence, formula (1.5) is formula (1.9) applied to the subordinator (z l ,  1 0) 
defined as 
21 = i n f j t  2 0: L, > I), 
where L, denotes the local time at 0 for the Bessel process (R,, t 2 0), i.e. 
(q, I >, 0) is a stable subordinator with index a. We note that from (1.9) we 
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easily deduce the law of A,: 
1 - e-" c 
P(A,E~x) =- 
@ (11 v (dx)  +- 8,  (dx) ,  @ (1) 
where v denotes the EBvy measure of the subordinator (q, I 2 0) which admits 
c as its translation coefficient. There again formula (1.4) is a particular case of 
(1.10) since the Levy measure of the stable subordinator with index a is equal 
up to a multiplicative constant to (dx /xU+' )  l(x,o). 
To summarize, the formulae (1.4) and (1.5) are doubly particular cases of 
the results of Winkel 1251, since: 
- here, the subordinator (q, I >  0) is a particular one, namely the a-sta- 
ble subordinator; 
- our formula only discusses the law of the r.v. A,, and not that of the 
7-tuple 
(e, L,, U,, O,, T(L~)- Y ZL,, A,). 
13. me self-decomposability of the variable A, (0 c a c 1). Recall that 
a random variable A is said to be MY-decomposable if, for any c E]O, 1L there 
exists another variable A(') such that 
where A and A(') on the right-hand side are assumed independent. The class of 
self-decomposable laws (or variables) is a subclass of infinitely divisible laws; 
see, e.g., Sato [Zl]. 
In order to state our main result about the variable A,, we need the 
following definition: 
Let a > 0 and let K be a positive r.v. We shall say that (x, t 2 0) is an 
(a, K) compound Poisson process (valued in R + )  if 
where (K1; K2, .. .) is a sequence of i.i.d. variables, distributed as-K, and with 
(N,, t 2 0) a Poisson process with parameter or independent of the sequence 
(K,, i = 1, 2, . ..). In particular, N, is a Poisson variable with parameter at. 
THE~REM 1.1. FOP any ~ ~ 1 0 ,  I[, we have: 
Poin t  1: 
(1.13) (i) 
where y(l-a, and P(a,l, on the right-hand side are two independent r.v.'s with 
respective laws gamma (I -a) and beta (a, I), and U denotes a ungorrn uariable 
on [0, I], independent of yI, -,). 
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(ii) The density of A,, denoted here by hl, is given by 
(iii) The Lqlace transform of (the law o f )  A, is 
Point 2. (i) A, is self-decomposable, and the LBvy-Khintchine formula takes 
the form . . 
w 
- (1.16) E[exp(-AdR)] = exp 
X 
where G, denotes an r.v. with vaIues in [O, 11, and density 
a sin (m) t ra- l  (1 
".17) f".(u) = ( I  -a)x ( l - ~ ) ~ ~ - ~ ( ~ - u ~ u ~ c o s ( n c r ) + u  l a  1[0,11(~).
(ii) The r.u. G, is characterized by its Stieltjes transform 
or, equivalently, by 
. l-(l+A)=-' (1.19) E [exp(-AeG,)] = E - = -( I  I - .  ( l + g - 1  (12 2 0). 
Point 3. Define (the law of) the r.v. 
where e and G, on the- right-hand side are assumed independent. In particular, 
>,- 
(i) ?here exists a (1 -a ,  Kk) positiue compound Poisson process (x, t 2 0) 
such that 
(ii) A, satisJies the a@ne equation 
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where U, A, and K, on the right-hand side are assumed independent, and U is 
ungormly distributed on [0, I ] .  
We note that decompositions such as (1.22), and below (1,691, were also 
studied in Jurek [14]. 
1.4. Same properties of the r.r.'s 6;, (0 < a < 1). Recall that, for any 
a E ] 0, I [ ,  the r.v. G, is defined either via its density (1.17) or via its Stieltjes 
transform (1.18) (or (1.19)). 
THEOREM 1.2. Point  I. The law of GI,, is beta (4, i), i.e. is nrc-sine 
- .  distributed: 
Point 2. Let p 2 2 denote an integer, and let B1,  . . ., B,- be a sequence of 
p- 1 independent variabies such that, for any i = 1,  2, . . ., p - 1, Bi is distributed 
as beta { i / p ,  l-i/p). Let E, denote a variable which is uniformly distributed on 
(1, 2, . . ., p -  1) a d  is independent of the sequence ((Bi), i = 1,  . . ., p - I). Then, 
for a = l/p, we have 
Point  3: 
(1.27) (law) G, = l-G,. 
Point  4. As a -, 1, G, converges in law to an r.v., denoted by GI, which is 
uniformly distributed on [0, 11. 
-- 
Point  5. As a + 0, G, converges in hw to an r.v., denoted by, Go, which 
satis$es: 
(1.28) (i) 1 fc,(u) = - ( j ( s i n ( ~ f l ) ) u ' - ~  ( l - u ) - ' d ~ )  ~ r o , i l ( ~ )  
It 0 
(1.29) (ii) 
where C is a standard Cauchy r.v. 
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(iii) The Stieltjes transform of (the law of) Go is  given by 
1.5. T b  variables G,, t b  milateral stable laws and the Mittag-killer 
distributions. Let ~€10, I[. We denote by T, a unilateral (R,-valued) stable r.v. 
with parameter p:  
Let be an independent copy of T,, and define 
(1.32) 2, : (T,/q)fi, 
On the other hand, we denote by M, an r.v. distributed with the Mittag-Leffler 
law of index p, that is (see [7], p. 114) 
and, consequently, 
from which we deduce 
There exists a remarkable link between the variables G, and Z1-,. 
THEOREM 1.3. P o i n t  1 (Lamperti [16]). The variable 2, has the density 
sin (n ,it) 1 
:= -
R/.l x2 f 2~ COS (Rp) f 1 l(x>0). _ 
:.,.," 
P o i n t  2. For any a ~ ( 0 ,  1): 
(law) (Zl -all1= (law) (TI - 3'1 -")I" (1.37) (i) Ga = - 
1 + ( z l  (T;-.)(~ (T, -,)(I -")/a 
(this relation implies obviously that G, ('"="I 1 - GJ. 
(1.38) (ii) 
where MI-, and Mi-., on the right-hand side are two independent copies of 
Mittag-Lefler r.v.'s of index 1 -a. 
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1.6. Tb of the variables y,, Ga, and It is a classical result 
that, if y, and yb denote two independent gamma variables with respective 
parameters a and b, then 
where and on the right-hand side are independent and distributed as 
beta (a,  b) and gamma (a+ b), respectively. From this relation we deduce, in 
particular, 
(1.40) + and e.Ba,l-,'*'y,if b = l - a  and O < a < 1 .  
It is the kind of properties such as (1.39) and (1.40) which justifies the usual 
terminology of "beta-gamma algebra" (see also Dufresne [lo] for further de- 
velopments). Our r.v.'s G, (0 < ol < 1) also enjoy - together with the r.v.'s 
X,, defined below - some "algebraic properties" akin to those of the beta- 
gamma algebra. We note the fact that, for p & 2, p an integer, and u = l /p,  the 
density of G, is a barycentric combination d some beta densities, as asserted 
by Theorem 1.2. 
THEORXM 1.4. Po in t  1 (Existence of the variables X,,,). For every a, b 
such that 0 < a 6 b 6 1 there exists an R+-valued uariable Xa,b such that 
Poin t  2. T h s e  uariables X,,b are infinitely divisible and satisfy: for any 
sequence O<al  < a2 < ... < a ,  < 1 
where the r.v.3 on the right-hand side are assumed independent. 
P o i n t  3 (Algebraic properties). For any a, 0 < a < 1, 
(1.43) - - (bwl  -- e = e1Ga+e2Gl-,, 
r w  
where el ,  e2, G, and G1 -, on the right-hand side are independent, and e, e l ,  
e2 are standard exponential variables. In other terms, the variables Gu and 
GI- ,  yield an afine decomposition of the exponential law. 
Poin t  4. More generally, for any U E  [$, 11, 
11 -44) (law, eG= - Y ( I  -al + X I  -a,=, 
where, as usual, the r.v.'s which appear on each side of (1.44) are assumed in- 
dependent, whereas for u E [0, $] : 
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We note that (1.44) implies that, for u 2 2, eG, is idmitely divisible and 
that the addition term by term of (1,44) and (1.451, where a is replaced by 1 -a, 
implies (1.43). 
1.7. The r.v.$ Gasp and their ualgebraic9' properties (0 c or, f l <  1). Recall 
that the (laws of) G ,  (0 u < 1) are characterized by 
This relation led us to raise the following questions: 
Do there exist variabIes Ga,c such that 
If yes, do these variables haw "algebraic" properties similar to those 
described in Theorem 1.4? 
The next theorem answers these questions in the affirmative. 
T ~ ~ R E M  1.5. Let a, fl  be such that 0 < or, B < 1. 
Point 1 (Existence of the variable G,,J: 
(i) There exists an r.v. GprTB, taking vaiues in [O,  11, such that 
(1.48) E [exp (- J.eGa,c)] = E ( A  2 0). 
(ii) In close relation with (1.48), the Stieltjes transform of Ga,P is 
(iii) The density of Ga,P, denoted by fG=,s, is 
( 1 -u )ua -1s in ( . r ra )+~Za-~ (1 -u )~ -1s in (n~ )+ (1 -~~+~- f  u a-P sin (n (a - 8)) 
X (1-~)~"-2(1 -u)"uacos(~a)+uZa 
(note that it is not quite obvious to vmify that fG,,# 2 0 for or < fl). 
(1.51) (iv) G,,, (I=) Ga . 
(1.52) (v) G,,, -, is a beta (a, 1 -a) r.v. 
P o i n t 2 (Algebraic properties). We haue: 
(1.53) (i) if a+fl 3 1, then eG,p (~gw)  ~~l-pl+Xl-p,a;  
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(1.54) (ii) if a+P< 1, then y ~ l - g ) ( i ~ ) e ~ , , 8 + ~ , , 1 - 8 ;  
['""'e G (1.55) (iii) for all 0 < ol, P ,  y < 1, el Gasp + e 2  GB,? - 1 a,r + ez G,; 
and, if a+D 2- 1, porn (1.55) and (1.53) we obtain 
(1.56) -8) +XI -@.* f e2 Gpgr ['%) Ga,,+ ez Gg7 
whereas, if E+#? G 1, then fparn (1.55) and (2.54) we get 
(1.57) Y ~ I - , ? ) + ~ G ~ , , " ~ ' ~ ,  G,,+e, Gf i+X, , -8;  
(iv) if 0 < a x  /I < 1, then e (1 - GaBp) ('z) y(P-a)  + eGanB, 
i f  0 < 6 < a < 1, then ~ . - ~ , + e ( l - G ~ , ~ ) ( ~ ~ ) e G , ~ .  
Of course, in all the above relations, on each side, the featured r.v.'s are 
independent. The relations (1.43H1.45) are particular cases of the relations 
(1.53H1.57). 
1.8. O n  (8 ,  G) self-bcompmblle variables The formula (1.16), where we 
do not mention the index a: 
led us to study the r.v.'s A whose laws may be obtained from those of G via the 
relation (1.58), thus generalizing the relation between A, and G,. 
Remark  and defini t ion.  Let G be an R+-valued r.v. The following 
properties are equivalent: 
(1.59) (i) 
(1.60) (ii) E (log + ( l /G)) < m, 
m 
(1.61) (iii) dx 1 (XA l)~(e-"q-- < m y  
0 X 
dx i.e. the measure E(e-"3-  1(,,0, is the LBvy measure of a suborainator, 
X 
(1.62) (iv) E log 1 + - < oo for some (hence all) L > 0. ( ( 3) 
Let G satisfy one (hence all) of these conditions and Iet 6 > 0. We say that an 
r.v. A is (6, G) seEf-decamposabZe if 
(1.64) = exp ( - 6 E  (log (1 + J./G))) (A 3 0). 
8 - PAMS 26.2 
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('Note that (1.63) may be considered as a definition of the law of A in terms of 
(6, G), whereas (1.64) follows from (1.63) via the simple Frullani integral ar- 
gument; see, e.g., Lebedev [17], p. 6.) 
The (6, G) self-decomposable r,v.'s are closely linked to the standard gam- 
ma subordinator; in fact, their laws are the generalized gamma convolutions 
which have been studied extensively by Bondesson [5], [ti]. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let (y t ,  t 2 0) denote the g a m a  standard subordinator, i.e. 
the subordinator such that 
- .  
1 
-exp(-tlog(l+A)) ( t , R > O )  r e v  (--$*)I =  
and let h :  10, a[ -+ R + ,  a Bore1 function. 
P o i n t  1. Let 
m 
(1.65) Ah:= h(u)dy,. 
0 
Then Ah is finite as .  i f  a d  only if 
Poin t  2. Under the hypothesis (1.66), Ah is seIf-decomposable and 
e [exp (-Adh)] = eXp 
with 
Poin t  3. For all positive r.u.'s G satisfying (1.59) and alE 6 > O? there 
exists h satisfying (1.66) so that 
In other terms, all r.v.'s A which are (6, G)  self-decomposable can be written 
as A ""="I Ah because, by (1.67), 
m 
E [exp(-Ad,,)] = exp (1 
X 
Here are some further precisions about this theorem: 
An explicit relation between h and G as in (1.67) is 
h (u) = 1 
23 - (u/6) for U E ( O , ~ )  and h(u)=Ofor u > 6 ,  
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where F1 denotes the inverse (in the sense of the composition of functions) of 
the distribution function of the r.v. G. 
Moreover, it is known (see [6], and also [23], Theorem 5.24, p. 362) that 
a positive r.v. A is of the form 
i.e. its law is a generalized gamma convolution if and only if its Laplace trans- 
form $ A  (A) : = E (e-") is hyperbolically completely monotone, i.e. -it satisfies: 
for all u > 0, the function 
(v + + / v )  + $A (f.4 $A (dv) 
is completely monotone, as a function of ( v - t  l /v) .  
THEOREM 1.7. Let G satisfy (1.60) and let A denote an r.v, which is (6 ,  G )  
self-decomposable. 
Poin t  1. There exists a (6, K) positive compound Poisson process 
( I ; ,  t 2 0) with K(I:'e/G, such that 
Poin t  2. A satisfies the a@ne equation 
where the r.v.'s U, A and K on the right-hand side are independent, and U is 
uniform on [0, 11. 
Poin t  3. Let $(A)  : = ~ ( e - " 1 .  Then the Stieltjes transform of G equals 
We note that Theorem 1.7 presents the points 2 and 3 of Theorem 1.1 in 
a more general set-up. We shall now establish a converse of   he or em 1.7 
which, essentially, hinges upon the properties of the inverse Stieltjes transform. 
This leads to the following: 
DEFINITION. A function F: 10, oo[ + 10, cot, which is C1, is said to satisfy 
the condition (ST, 6) (obviously, ST stands for Stieltjes transform) if: 
(i) F extends holomorphically to C\f - co, O [ ;  
(ii) for any u 2 0, the limits 
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exist, are continuous, and satisfy 
(1.7 1) Im(F-(u)-F+(u))>O for any u 2 0 ;  
(iii) for I E R, IimA+, W7 (A) = 8. 
This definition proves useful in the following: 
THEOREM 1.8. Let A denote a positive r.v. with Laplam transform $, i.e. 
E (e-"d) = rC, (A) ( A  3 0). Assume that F : = - $'/rC, satifles the condition (ST, 6) .  
Then 
defines a density of probability on W+, and A is an r.v. which is (6 ,  G)  
seIf-decomposable, when G denotes an r.u. with density f, = f. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
2.1. Roof of point 1 of Theorem 1.1. First we recall this point: 
where y ( ~  -,) and B(a,,, on the right-hand side are two independent respective 
gamma (1 -a) and beta (a, 1) variables. 
. (ii) The density fd, of A ,  is given by -- 
?P 
(iii) The Laplace transform of (the law o f )  A ,  is 
As indicated in the Introduction, this point is a particular case of the 
results of Winkel [25]. However, below, we give three proofs of this point. The 
first and second proofs are very specific to the Bessel process context in which 
we are working, whereas the third one, of a more general kind, uses arguments 
close to those of Winkel. 
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2.1.1. Firs t  proof of point  1 of Theorem 1.1. 
2.1.1.a. By scaling, we have 
Furthermore, (1 - gl  , dl - 1) ('2') (I - g l ,  R: Ti1)), where the pair ( 1  - g l ,  R,)  is 
independent of Ti1) = inf { t  3 0: ~ j l )  = O ) ,  with (R;'), u 3 0) being a Bessel 
process starting from 1. This is obtained by applying the Markov property to 
R at time 1, together with the scaling property. It is well known (see, e.g., [S]; 
[26], p. 14; [13]) that 
(2.51 Ti1) "="' 1/2y(,), 
where y(,) is gamma (a) distributed. Thus, from (2.4) we get 
where the pair ((1 -g , ) ,  R 1 )  on the right-hand side is independent of y(,,. More- 
over, classical properties of the Bessel meander (see, e.g., [8], where these 
properties are recalled) imply 
where el is a standard exponential variable, independent of g , ,  and g, is beta 
(a, 1 -a) distributed. Bringing (2.7) in (2.6), we obtain 
where the r.v.3 gl, e, el, y(,) on the right-hand side are assumed independent. 
Furthermore, the classical properties of the "beta-gamma algebra" imply 
(law) e l  (law) 1 1 - g )  = y and 1+- = -, 
Y ( a )  B(=, l )  
-- 
and hence, finally, rF 
Z1.B.b. The expression of the density (given by (2.2)) of A, follows from 
(2.1). Furthemore 
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2.1.2. Second proof of point  1 of Theorem 1.1. It hinges upon the 
same arguments as in the preceding proof, but it has a more analytic flavor. We 
shall show that 
We denote by P(") the distribution of the Bessel process, starting from 0, with 
dimension d = 2 (1 -or) (0 < a <  11, and let (A, : = t - g,, t 2 0) denote the age 
process of excursions of R away from 0. Then, 'for fixed t 3 0,. we have 
(2.9) E(") [exp ( -A (d, - gz))] = E(") [exp ( - A (A, + To 0 0,))j 
(2.10) = E(") (exp ( - A A,) E$' [exp ( - h T,)]) , 
where To denotes the first hitting time of 0 by (Rt, t 2 0) and (O,, t 2 0) is the 
usual family of translation operators. The Laplace transform of To featured in 
(2.10) may be computed explicitly (see, e.g., [13]), in agreement with (2.5): 
(2.11) E"' [exp ( - 2 (d, - gJ)] = E(') [exp ( - i A,) Km (R, (R, @)q 
(2.12) = E(a)[exp(-R~~(@(l, 1-cl, KAJ 
- r (1 - a) (A A,)" exp (AA,))], 
where K, denotes the Bessel-Mac Donald function with index .x, and 
@ (1, 1 -a, -) denotes the confluent hypergeometric function with parameter 
(1, 1 -a)  (see [17], p. 260). We now replace in (2.12) the fixed time t by a varia- 
ble e, exponentially distributed and independent of (R,, u 2 0). Note that, by 
scaling, 
(2.13) (law) y(l-al, 
and hence, using the definition of the hypergeometric function @(I, 1 -a, -), 
B [exp ( - Ad,)] = E(") [exp ( - 2 (d, - g,))] 
Consequently, 
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= 2 (L) 9 -aa = (i+ay-I 1 
k = O  1 + ~  ( l + ~ ) l - ~  i -i/(i +a)-Aa 
2.11.3. Third  proof of point  1 of Theorem 1. It hinges only - asin 
the proof of Winkel [25] - upon the fact that the process 
is a stable subordinator, without drift term, where (L,, t 2 0) denotes the local 
time process at 0 of (R,, t 2 0). Thus 
r (1-4  (2.14) E [exp (- AT,)] = exp 2-aLa) : = e-fq~) (a 3 01, 
where 8 (I) is the characteristic exponent of ( T ~ ,  12 0) (cf, [S] for a discussion of 
the values of normalization constants related to (L,, t 2 0) and (zI, 12 0)). 
Now, let in general (z,, I >, 0) denote a subordinator without drift. In other 
terms: 
(2.15) E [exp ( - Aq)] = exp (- I@ (A)) 
with 
where v denotes the LCvy measure of (T*, 12 0). Let us define 
and let e denote an exponential variable, with mean 1, independent of (z, , I 2 0). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 
-- 
(2.16) A") . • - T(LJ A ~ ( L J  - - ,- 
Then 
E [exp (- = @(l+A)-@(A)  
@ (1) 
Clearly, point 1 (iii) of our Theorem 1.1 is an immediate consequence of 
(2.17), when Lemma 2.1 is applied to the subordinator defined by (2.14), i.e. 
when 
@ (A) = r t l -a)2-aLu 
r ( l  +a) (n 2 0). 
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Proof of Lemma 2.1. By the definition of A('], we have 
m 
E Lexp (- = E (1 exp (- t - I (T,,- T(~~)-)) dt) 
0 
2.2. Proof of point 2 of Tkorem 1.1. We first recall this point: 
(i) A, is ser-decomposable, and the Lkvy-Khintchine formula takes the 
form 
where G ,  denotes an r.v. taking values in [0, 11, with density 
a sin (TG a) 16a-1(1-Uy-1 (2.19) ~G,(u) = 2. ~ [ * , l ] ( ~ ) .  (1-a)n (1 -u)"-2(1 -u)"uacos(na)+u 
(ii) The law of G, is characterized by its StieItjes transform 
1 
(2.20) S(fd(":= f ~ a  du = I3 (A) 
o! la- l - ( l+A)=-l  
=- ( A  2 0; ..- 
1-or ( l+A)=-R" 
or, equiualently, by 
i - ( l+ay- l  (2.21) E[exp(-ReG,)] = E - -- (1;G.) = 1-o! (l+Ay-1 (A 2 0). 
2.2.1. We prove that fcs, as defined by (2.19), is a probability density, which 
is characterized by (2.101, or (2.21). 
2.Zl.a Let 
a Aa-'-(l+A)"-' (2.22) Fa(3,) : = - 1-a (l+I)"-A" ' 
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Since the function fG= is continuous and integrable on [ O ,  11, in order to prove 
(2,19), we may use the inversion formula for the Stieltjes transform. Recall (cf. 
[24], p. 340) that if f is integrable and if S ( f )  denotes its Stieltjes transform 
we have 
S f ( - u - i v ) - S f  (-u+ig) f {u) = lim 
. V+O+ 2in 
Thus, to prove (2.19) amounts, thanks to the injectivity of the Stieltjes trans- 
form, to showing that 
Formula (2.25) follows from an elementary computation; in fact, we shall prove 
this result later in a more general framework (cf. 5.1.1 below). 
2.2.1.b. We prove that fGm is n probability density. 
Since fGa 2 0,  it sates to show that 
Now, from (2.20) we obtain 
1 a AE-1- 
fG= (u) du = lim AS ( fGa) ( A )  = lim - A * ( I  +a)"-1 
o I +  m A-m 1-a (l+A)"-A' 
a 1 -(I +l /Ay- l  
= lim - = 1.  
I - m  1-a ( 1  +1/ay-1 
We also note that the equivalence of (2.20) and (2.21) follows -- from 
(2.26) E [exp (- leG,)] = E ( 1  - +:,) = t E (1,: G )  = is(fG~(!) 
2.2.2. P roo f  of (2.18). With the help of (2.21), and taking logarithmic 
derivatives on both sides of (2.18), the question amounts to showing 
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I 
= -(I- a) J - fo, (u) du (Fubini) 
,A+u 
However, (2.27) is nothing else but (2.20). 
The carefuI reader may have been surprised by the above proof, in par- 
ticular by the proof given in 2.2.l.a, which may seem quite unnatural. Clearly, it 
is not in this manner that we discovered formula (2.18). Here is our original 
proof, which is more intuitive, but which, unfortunately, contains some 
non-rigorous features. 
2.2.3. Anothe r  proof  of (2.18). 
2.2.3.a. Our aim is to ihd,  from 2.2.1, an r.v. G,, taking values in [O, 11, 
such that 
When a = 1/2, choosing for GlIZ an r.v. with distribution beta (*,*), we see that 
the relation (2.28) is satisfied, since from the beta-gamma algebra 
we deduce 
Hence, for a = 1/2, with G l , z " ~ ' ~ ( l i z , l 1 2 ,  
This particular result for a = 1/2 invites to look whether the density f, of the 
r.v. G, may be written in the form 
(2.32) = l h y ( ~ ) ~ a ( d ~ ) 7  ~€10,  11, 
where h, denotes here the density of a beta (y', 1 - y)  variable, and ,ua(dy) a cer- 
tain positive measure. Since from (2.30) we have 
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the problem amounts to finding a measure pa(dy) such that 
2.2.3.b. Searching for pa&) such that (2.34) is satisfied. We replace in (2.34) 
(1+1) by L (t  3 0), and we obtain 
Consequently, since both sides of (2.35) are Laplace transforms, we obtain 
We shall now discuss two cases: (i) and (ii). 
(i) or = l/p, p an integer, p 3 2. 
In this case, the following computation is entirely rigorous. In formula 
(2.36), one finds only p- 1 terms, since 
1 ( p - l + l ) u = p . - =  1 = O . a + l .  
P 
Hence 
01 P-1 1 P-1 
.= - Sh (dl/) = - C 6 k I p  (dy), l -ukE1 P-1 ,=, 
so that, plugging this value of pa in (2.32), we obtain -- 
xr- 
from the formula of complements for the gamma function 
X 
r ( ~ ) r ( i - ~ )  =- 
sin (x z) 
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(cf. [17], p. 3). Hence 
a sin ( 7 ~  a) ua-l (1 -uy- 1 
- 
1 
with ol = -. (1-a)x ( 1 - ~ ) 2 " - 2 ( 1 - ~ ) a ~ a ~ ~ ~ ( 7 1 a ) f  u2" 
. . 
- -  . 
P 
(ii) ol is not of the form l/p, p an integer, p 2 2. 
Plugging (2.36) in 12-32), we get 
1 " 
-- z sin(...) (u)"=} 
( 1 -u )nng0  l - u  
again from the formula of complements. Hence 
- a sin (nu) ua-l(l-u)"-l -- 
=-- u ~ E 0 ,  11. l - a  n ( 1 - ~ ) ~ ~ - 2 ( 1 - u ) " u ~ c o s ( n a ) + u ~ ~ '  
In fact, this computation may be made quite rigorous with the help of the 
following two arguments: 
Although the function h, (u) is a density only for y E [0, 11, we may 
replace everywhere in this computation h, by its holomorphic prolongation 
(with respect to the y variable). 
The two series which appear in this computation may be "reduced" to 
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which ody  converges for u/(l -u) < 1, i.e. for ts < i. But it is not difficult to see 
that the density f,, which we are trying to obtain, is such that f,(u) = f,(l -u) 
for UE[O, 11 (see, e.g., (1.19) and point 3 of Theorem 1.2). Thus, it suffices to 
consider U E  [0, 1/21, and it is precisely for these values of u for which the 
previous series converges. 
2.2.4. We prove that A, is seEf-decomposable. From Lukacs [19], p. 164, 
this is equivalent to the property that x + xva(x) is a decreasing function of x, 
where va denotes the density of the Levy measure of A,. This is satisfied, since 
1-a 
v, ( x )  =  E [exp ( - xGJ] . 
X 
In fact, all generalized gamma convolutions are self-decomposable. 
2.2.5. Remark  2.2, It is well known that a self-decomposable distribution 
P is the invariant measure of a generalized Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (x, t 2 O), i.e. a process which solves 
where (Z,, t 2 0) is a LKlvy process (cf. [2l] and [22], p. 49). Furthermore, if 
@, (resp. dig) denotes the characteristic exponent of Z (resp. cr), we have 
We deduce from this formula that if w (resp. u) denotes the density of the LCvy 
measure of Z (resp. D), then 
(2.42) w(x) = -u(x)-XU'(X). 
We apply this in the case where cr, is the law of A,, that is, from (1.14) we obtain 
Then there exists a Lkvy process (Zp ) ,  t 2 0) with Uvy exponent iP, and Lkvy 
.<* density w, such that the process (I;'"), t 2 0), which solves 
admits a, as its invariant probability measure. Formulae (2.41) and (2.42) now 
become 
La-' -(1 +A)"-' (2.44) 8, (A) = o l l  ( l + A ) " - A "  ' wa (x) = (1 - 01) E [ G a  (exp ( -xGa))I. 
2.3. Proof of point 3 of Theorem 1.1. First we recall this point: 
Let K,( '~ 'e /G,  with e and G, independent. Then: 
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(i) There exists a (1 -a, K,) positive compound Poisson process (7, t 2 0) 
such that 
0 
(ii) A, satisfies the following afine equation: 
(2.46) ~ , ( l g ]  u ~ ~ ( I - Q ) ( A ~ + K J ,  
where U, d, and K,  on the right-hand side are independent, and U is unijiirmly 
distributed on [O,  11. 
2.3.1. Proof of (2.45) and  (2.46). It hinges upon the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let ( 7 ,  t 3 0) denote a subordinator, without drift, and 
with Uply measure p. Let 
We assume that X < co a.s. which (from Jurek and Vervaat [15]; see also 
Erickson and Maller Ell]) is equivalent to 
(2.48) 
Then: 
(2.49) (i) 
In particular, X is seEf-decomposable. 
(ii) If, in addition, (E;, t 2 0) is a ( y ,  K )  compound Poisson process (i.e. 
y : = p(R+)  < m), then 
where U, X and K on the right-hand side m e  independent, and V ~ S  uniform on 
LO, 11. 
2.3.2. We prove that Proposition 2.3 implies (2.45) and (2.46). We know 
from (1.16) that 
CO 
(2.51) E[exp(-Ad,)] = exp (1 - e - 9  E 
X 
On the other hand, from the definition of K, we have 
(2.52) P ( K ,  2 x) = P (e/G, 2 x) = P (e > xGJ = E [exp (-xG,)] . 
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We denote by pa the law of K,.  Then, replacing E [exp(-xG,)] in (2.51) by its 
value as obtained in (2.52), we get 
m dx (253)  E [exp(-1dJ = exp ( l - e - * 7 p m ( [ x ,  a[)-;)4 
It then suffices to compare (2.51) and (2.49). Then we apply Proposition 2.3 to 
obtain (2.45) and (2.46), with y = 1 -a. 
2.3.3. P ro of of P r o p  o si t  i o n 2.3 (see also [I51 for the original proof). 
233.t Approximating X = 1; e-' dY, by the Riemann sums x,exp (- tJ x 
(Ki+, - x,) we obtain 
m m 
(2.54) E (e-") = exp (- j dt (1 -exp ( - l e - ' x ) )  (dx)) 
0 0 
by Fubini's theorem (after making the change of variables c-'x = v in the last 
equality). 
2.3.3.b. Proof of point  (ii) of Proposi t ion  2.3. Recall that (E;, t 2 0) 
may be represented as 
Nt 
where (N, ,  t 2 0) denotes a Poisson process with parameter y, independent of 
the sequence of i.i.d. variables (K,). Let Tl be the first jump time of (N,, t 2 0). 
Then we have 
m T 1 m 
X = 1 e-'dX = 1 e7'dl;+ J e-'dE; 
0 0 T1 
where 2 is independent of (TI, K1), and is distributed as X. This proves (2.46), 
since, as Tl is exponentially distributed, with parameter y, we obtain 
23.3.~ Another proof of (2.50). If we denote by 0 (resp. rp) the Laplace 
transform of X (resp. K), then, the relation (2.50) is equivalent to 
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which, taking derivatives, is equivalent to 
- 6' (4/0 (4 = y (1 - cp (4) (1 3 01, 
and hence 
(2.56) 8(L) = ~ ( e - " )  = exp 
where p~ denotes the law of K. It now remains to observe that the Lkvy 
measure of subordinator (E;, t 3 0) is equal to y - p ~ ,  and then to compare (2.54) 
and (2.56). 
2.4. Remark 2.4. We come back to the result of Winkel (cf. Subsection 1.2). 
Let (rl ,  I >  0) be a subordinator, without drift and with Lkvy exponent 8. Let 
with the notation of Subsection 1.2. Hence, by (1.9), 
@ (1 + A) - @ (I") E [exp ( - l A('))] = 
@ (1) 
A natural question is the following: which are the positive r.v.'s A such that 
A('=' A(" for some subordinator (zl, 1 >, O)? The answer to this question is 
elementary; for any positive r.v. A there exists a unique subordinator (z,, I 2 0) 
without drift and with Lkvy exponent @, with @(I) = 1, such that 
2.4.1. Proof of Remark 2.4. Let $ be the Laplace transform of A and 
denote by pd the law of A. Then 
Let v", be defined by 
There is no difficulty in showing that FA is a Lkvy measure, i.e. 
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Let @ denote the associated Bernstein function and (zz, E 2 0) the correspon- 
ding subordinator 
m 
@(,I) = j (I -e-") FA (dx) .  
0 
We have 
It is clear that Y (0) = 1 = @ ( 1 )  - @ (0) = @ ( 1 ) .  Then, from (2.57) and (2.60) we 
obtain 
E [exp(-Adt'))] = @ ( I f  A ) - @ ( A )  = Y(A] = EE(e-"), 
that is 
A (TI ('g' A . 
The uniqueness of (q, 12 0) may be proved by using similar arguments. 
3. PROPERTIES OF THE VARIABLES Gm (0 < a < 1) 
PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1.2 AND 1.3 
3.1. Proof of point 1 of Theorem 1.2. First we recall this point: 
Gllz is arc-sine distributed; i.e. it is distributed as beta (i, $1: 
Proof  of 3.1. It suffices to take a = 1/2 in (1.17) or to note that 
where the last equality follows from (1.19). 
3.2. Proof of point 2 of Theorem 1.2: 
If a = l / p ,  with p an integer, p >  2, then 
9 - PAMS 26.2 
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In fact, this is the formula following (2.371, which was proved above in 
2.2.3.b. We obtain (1.26) from (1.25) after the change of index j = p-i. 
33. Prmf of point 3 of Theorem 1.2: 
Thanks to (1.171, or (1.18), this relation is obvious. 
3.4. Proof of point 4 of Theorem 1.2: 
As ct e . 1 ,  G,  converges in law to a uniformly distributed r.u. on [ O ,  11. 
To prove this assertion it is sufficient to observe that 
l - ( i+ay- l  J i m E ( 2 )  = lim- - log (1 + A) 
c+ l  1+LG, m-11-a (1fR)"-1 L '  
where the last equality follows from (1.19). Moreover, if U is a uniform r.v. on 
[0, I], we have 
1 l 1  1 du = - [log (1 + A) - log (1)] = log (1 + 1) 
"(s)= im a R , .  
35. Proaf of pdnt 5 of Theorem 1.2: 
As cc -t 0, G, converges in law to an v . ~ .  Go which satisfies 
(3.5) (ii) G ( 1 ~ ~ 3  1 0 - 1 + exp ("C)' 
where C is a standard Cauchy variable. 
-- 
3.5.1. Proof  of (3.3) a n d  (3.4). n. 
3.5.1.a. We first note that formula (3.3) indicates, with the notation used in 
formula (2.32), that the measure vo(dy) is Lebesgue measure on the interval 
[0, 11. On the other hand, from (1.25) we obtain 
, u = ( sin ( )  u p 1  (1 - u i  co,ll(u) 
i =  1 
which proves (3.3). In fact, we have only studied the limit, as p -, oo, of fG l ip .  
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But the explicit formula (1.17), which gives fGm, easily shows that, as a J 0, 
fc. converges (to f%). 
3.5.l.b. The relation (3.4) follows from 
3.5.l.c. P r o  of of (3.5). We observe from (3.4) that 
and after the change of variable u/(l-u) = v and then logv = nw we get 
whereas 
which yields (3.4). Below (cf. Remark 3.2), we shall give another proof of the 
convergence in law of G,, as a + 0' towards (l+exp(nC))-l. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 1.2. H 
3.6. Remark 3.1 (A relation between Go and the gamma subordinator). 
3.6.1. For any 1 and p positive reals, we write, using (1.15) and (1.16), 
Letting a + 0 on both sides of (3.6), and using the already proved fact that 
G,(%) Go as a + 0, we obtain 
log(l+A+p)-log(A+p) (3.7) log (1 + - log p 
m 
= e x p ( - l e - ~ ( l - e ~ ~ ~ e x p ( - x ~ o ) ~ -  o "> x . 
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3.6.2. We denote by @, the E v y  exponent of the subordinator 
(p-' Y ~ ,  t 2 0), where (y,, t 2 0) denotes the standard gamma subordinator. 
Thus 
1 
= exp (-t(log(I+p)-logp)), 
i.e. 
a, (A) = log (A + p) - log p .  
Hence, formula (3.7) takes the form 
3.6.3. Let (XI"), t 2 0) denote a diffusion process whose inverse local time 
(-rip), E 2 0) at 0 is distributed as (p-' y,, 12 0). Such a diffusion (Xi"', t 2 0) 
has been described explicitly by Donati-Martin and Yor (cf. [9]) as an illus- 
tration of Krein's representation of subordinators. Furthermore, we define, for 
t 3 0, 
where e denotes a standard exponential variable independent of (XIJ", t 2 0). 
Then, as we apply Lemma 2.1, formula (3.9) becomes 
It foIlows from (3.1 1) that Ab, is self-decomposable. 
We note that this formula (3.11) is quite similar to (1.16), when we replace: 
the stable (a) process (TI'), 12 0) by the gamma process ( p - I  y,, 1 2 0); 
the r.v. G, by the r.v. p+ Go (and also replace the coEfficient (1 -a) 
by 1 in (1.16)). 
It is tempting to let p tend to 0 in (3.11). However, this is not possible for 
two reasons: 
(i) the process (p-' yI, 1 2 0) does not converge as p -+ 0; 
(ii) the measure x - I  E [exp(-xG,)]dx is not integrable near oo (as 
E (log (l/Go)) = a), and hence it does not define a Levy measure. 
3.7. Proof of Theorem 1.3 (Links between the r.v.'s G,, the unilateral stable 
variables, and the Mittag-Leffler distribution). We refer the reader to the In- 
troduction (Subsection 1.5) for the definitions of T,, q, Z, and M ,  (p €1 0, ID. 
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3.7.1. Proof of point  1 of Theorem 1.3: 
Z,  admits the density: 
sin ( 7 ~  p) 1 
fi, (x) = -
n p  x2+2xcos(xp)+l l[o,m[(x). 
In fact, formula (3.12) is due to Lamperti [16]. A proof of (3.12) can be also 
found in Chaumont and Yor (cf. [7], ex. 4.21, p. 116). We refer the interested 
reader to this proof. 
3.7.2. Prodf o f  point  2 (i) of Theorem 1.3: 
To prove this formula we shall show that (GJ(1 -GJ)' is distributed as 
2, -,, which implies (3.13). Indeed, for any h: R+ 4 R, ,  Borel, we have 
E [ h  ((A)")] 
- 
sin (x a) 
- 
ax 
n(1-a) ! h(x)x2-~xcos(n:a)+~ 
(after making the change of variables (u/(l -u))" = x). Consequently, by (3.12), 
= E Ch (Z1 - a l l .  
3.73. Proof  of point  2 (ii) of Theorem 1.3: -- 
. - 
where MI-, and M i - ,  on the right-hand side denote two independent r.v.'s, with 
the Mittag-Lefler distribution with parameter 1 -a. 
To prove (3.14), we use (cf. Introduction, Subsection 1.5) 
On the other hand, using the elementary formula we get 
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Now, comparing (3.16) and (3.15), we deduce that 
M p  ('=I l/(T,)", 
and (3.14)-now follows from (3.13). 
3.8. Remark 32. We present here another proof of the convergence in law 
of G,, as a + 0, to l/(l +eZC), where C is a standard Cauchy r,v. It suffices to 
prove that 
~ O ~ ( I - G , ) - ~ O ~ C G , ~ ( ~ ) R C  as E-+O
or, by (3.13), that 
where TI-, and Ti-, are two independent copies of a one-sided stabIe ( l - a )  
r.v. But TI-, 4 1, as u + 0, in probability. Hence (3.17) is equivalent to 
We prove (3.18): 
Hence 
E [ exp (" i-(TI-,- a ,-, ~ ) ] = l ~ [ e X P ( i ~ ~ ~ - ~ ) ] l ~  
sin ((n/2) a) 
a 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4 (ON THE ALGEBRA OF VARIABLES G, X ,  y)  
4.1. Proof of poiuts B a d  2 d Theorem 1.4. First we recall these points. 
P o i n t  1. For every a, b such that 0 < a < b < 1 there exists ran r.v. 
such that 
P o i n t  2. For every 0 < a, < ... c a, < 1, 
- .  
where the variables on the right-hand side are assumed to be independent. 
The r.v.'s Xa,b are infinitely divisible. 
41.1. Proof  of (4.1). 
4.1.1.a. For this purpose, we shall work in a slightly more general frame- 
work than what we strictly need. We first recall that we use the term Bernstein 
function for a function @: R+ + R+ of the form 
m 
(4.3) @(A) = J (1 -e-h) v (dx) 
0 
for v (dx) 2 0 such that J," (1 A X) v (dx) < a. 
In other terms, Qi is the Livy exponent of a subordinator (T,, y 2 0) with 
U v y  measure v (dx) ,  and without drift term, i.e. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let @, @,, @, denote three Bernstein functions which satisfy 
(i) Qil = a3 0 @2; 
(ii) j," xv, (dx) < m, where v 3  denotes the U v y  measure associated with @, . 
-- 
Then there exists a positive r.v. X such that 
J V  
m 
E ( ~ - " )  = -- I @'(A' with C3 = J xv3 (dx). 
c3 Qi2 (4 0 
Moreover: 
1 !ZJ1(A) 1 * (4.5) E ( e - " ) = - - = - ~ ( J e x p ( - r Z T ( ~ ) ) ~ , ( y ) d y )  (AaO), 
c3 Q i 2 ( 4  c3 0 
where 
(4.6) (T,"), y 2 0) denotes the subordinator associated with a,; 
(4.7) f3 (y) = v, ([y, co)) is the tail of v 3 .  
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Proof  of Lemma 4.1. We have 
m 
= j exp (- Q2 (A) y )  F3 ( y )  dy (Fubini) . 
0 
Hence 
1 ( A )  1 " 
--=- E ( J  exp ( - AT:=') v, (y )  dy), 
C3@2(4 c3 0 
which proves Lemma 4.1, once we have observed that 
4.1.l.b. We now prove (4.1). For any 6 ~ 1 0 ,  1[ we write 
@, is a Bernstein function since 
(in fact, 8, is the LCvy exponent of the Esscher transform (cf. [21]) of the stable 
(S) subordinator) with associated Lkvy measure 
In particular, 
6 e-" 
vs (dx) = 
r ( i  -6) x & + I  1[0,rn[(~)dx- 
m 
~ -- 
I xvs (dx) = 6. !%P 
0 
In the sequel, 6 denotes either a, b, or c :  = a/b < 1, where 0 < a < b c 1. Note 
that 
= (l+A)bc-l = ( l + A ) = - 1  = CDa(A) 
and that 
m 
J xv, (dx) = c = a/b c a. 
0 
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We may then use Lemma 4.1 with cli, = @, @, = a, and Q3 = a,; given (4.12) 
and (4.131, we deduce the existence of an R+-valued r.v. such that 
4.1.l.c. We now prove (4.2). This follows immediately from the definition of 
X,,, and from the obvious formula 
4.1.1.d. We now prove the injinite divisibility of X.,b. We may write, 
from (4.2): 
n -  1 
(4.15) (law1 X a , h  = XUTiq,*+(i+l)*. 
i = O  
We know (cf. [18], pp. 314-321) that XUmb is infinitely divisible as soon as the 
following condition (called "uan") is satisfied: 
b - r . > ~ ) - + O  a s n j o o .  (4.16) V&>O,  sup P(Xu+ib-",a+(i+l)T 
i=0,1,2 ...., n - 1  
But, by differentiation of (4.1), we obtain 
(4.17) 
Thus, 
b-a 
E(Xa,b)  = 1. 
b-a 
' = (Xa + i (b;al ,o  + ( i  + l ) (b  - =) > 8) < -, n 2n& 
and hence 
b-u 
sup Sy' < -0 as n+m.  
i=0,1,2 ,..,, n - 1  2 n ~  
4.2.1 (Self-decomposability of X,, ,  0 < c < 1): 
Let Xc,l denote an r.v. whose law is characterized by 
Then X,,, is infinitely divisible, and its L&vy measure F, ,~  is given by 
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Proof of (4.19). In order to prove that 
we take logarithmic derivatives of both sides. Thus 
Denoting by (L) the left-hand side of (4.21), we get, using (1.19), 
We then deduce from (4.21) that 
where E ,  denotes Lebesgue measure on R, ,  and pe,= the law of eGc. The 
explicit computation of the convolution in (4.22) easily leads to (4.19). We note 
that the obtained formula: 
may be compared with the "dual" formula (1.16) 
On the other hand, formula (4.23) implies that XC,, is self-decomposable. 
4.2.2 (Self-decomposabiIity of X,,,, 0 < a < b < 1). Writing 
Xa,b + Xb.1 (lZ1 Xa,l 
we deduce that the Lkvy measure v , , ~  of X,,, equals 
1 (4.24) v,,, (dx) = - ((1 -a) E [exp (- x/G,)] - (1 - b) E [exp (- x/Gb)]) dx. 
X 
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We prove now that Xa,b is self-decomposable. From (4.24), this assertion, 
equivalent to 
~pa,b(~) := (1-a)ECexp(-x/G0)1-(l-b)E[ex~(-~~/Gb)l, 
is a decreasing function (of x), or, by derivation, 
or, taking the - Laplace -transform in x of this expression, - -  
is the Laplace transform of a positive function. But this assertion is an easy 
consequence of the following 
LEMMA 4.3. For any 0 < a < b < 1 and any U E [ O ,  11 
(4.25) ( I - ~ ) ~ G , ( u )  3 t l -b) f~ , tu) .  
Indeed, with h (x) : = (1 -a) fGm (x)- (1 - b) fG, (x) we have 
We now prove (4.25). By (1.17), we need to show that 
((1 - u)/up - u2 
= a sin (7ca) ((1 - u)/u)'~ -2 ((1 - U)/U). c6s ?IF (nu) + 1 
is greater than the same expression where we replace a by b (with a < b). Then, 
putting (l-u)/u = x, we have to prove that 
asin(.rca) x " + ~ - ~ x ~ c o s ( ~ ~ ) + x ~ - ~  
:= 0(x). 
b sin (nb) ' x21 -2xb cos (a b) + 1. 
But it is easy to verify that 0 (x) + 0 as x + + m, 8 (x) + 0 as x -+ 0, and that 
B(x) reaches its maximum for x = 1. The value of this maximum equals 
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Hence, Lemma 4.2 will be proved if we show that 
a sin (n a) 1 - cos (IT a) 
bsin(nb) ' 1 -cos(xb) (0 < a  < b < 1). 
But, this relation is equivalent to 
i.e. the function x x - l  tg(x) is increasing on [0, n/2[. We-have 
We note that for 0 < b < 1 we also have (we define X0,, as the limit in law 
of X,,, for a J 0): 
log (1 + A) 
and E [exp (-lXo,,)] = log (1 + A) [ex~(-n~3bll  = b(l  + ~ ) b -  1 '  
From the latter relation we easily deduce 
x,,, ('2 em u 
with e and U independent, e a standard exponential variable, and U uniform 
on [0, 11. The density of X,,, equals 
and its Gvy measure, from (1.29), is equal to 
1 
vo,, (dx) = - E [exp (- x (1 + eRC))] dx .J,7 
X 
with C a standard Cauchy r.v., i.e. 
log (1 + 1) Cexp ( - (l  dx 
X 
4.3. Remark 4.4. Let us come back to Lemma 4.1. Under the hypotheses of 
this lemma, there exists an &-valued r.v. X such that 
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It is natural to look for some criterion which ensures that X is infinitely 
divisible. Some further hypothesis on the Bernstein functions @, @,, and Q3 is 
needed. Here is a framework which yields a positive answer to our question. 
For the sequel of the discussion in this remark, we refer the reader to Bertoin 
and Le Gall [4]. Let us assume that the functions 8,  and @, are related to 
a continuous branching process. More precisely, let (Z(t, x); t, x 2 0) denote 
a continuous branching process, where t indicates the time parameter, and 
x = Z(0,  x) is the initial size of the population. Then 
where u(t, A) solves the differential equation 
with $ denoting the branching mechanism of 2. 
For each t 2 0, A -, u(t, A) is a Bernstein function and 
(4.29) u(t+s, A) = u ( t ,  u(s, A)). 
The relation (4.29) plays here the role of the relation @, = @,o ds, with 
@l(d)=u(t+s,IZ), @z(A)=u(s,;l) and @ 3 ( A ) = u ( t , A ) .  
In this new set-up, we copy again the relation (4.14), which now takes the form 
and we notice, as in point 4.1.1.d above, the infinite divisibility of the r.v. whose 
Laplace transform (in A) equals 
We also note that the Bernstein function 8, (A) = (1 +AT - 1 (0 < a < 1) coin- 
cides with - u (t, A), for a = e-', and $ the branching mechanism: 
-7,- 
(see [4]). Point 1 of Theorem 1.4 is a particular case of the situation that we just 
described in Remark 4.4. 
4.4. Remark 4.5. The relation (4.2): 
n- 1 
(4.31) (law, Xor,o .  - C X a i , o i +  < . . < an < 11, 
i =  1 
where the variables on the right-hand side are independent, invites to raise the 
following question: does there exist a homogeneous Markov process without 
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positive jumps (Z , ,  t  2 0) such that X,,, may be distributed as T, under Pa,  
where P, denotes the law of (Z,, t 2 0), starting from a, and T, = inf(t 2 0: 
2, > b )  (a < b)? The purpose of this Remark 4.5 is to show that such a process 
(Z, ,  t 2 0) does not exist; of course, it is also of interest to compare the present 
Remark 4.5 with the preceding Remark 4.4. 
4.4.1. Proof  of the  non-existence of (Z , ,  t 2 0). Assume that such 
a process exists. Since 
b(l+;l)"-1 
E [ ~ X P ( - ~ X I  = n(l+Alb-l ( I  3 0, a < b), 
we would have 
for any regular function f ,  i.e. 
where Pa denotes the law of Z starting from a, 9 is the infinitesimal generator 
of Z, and f belongs to the (extended) domain of 2. Thus, we should infer, for 
any A 2 0, that 
(1 + a)zt M A  ( t )  : = -expt-It), t 2 0 
zt 
is a martingale. Hence 
Wdting E = log (1 +A), i.e. 1, = ef - 1, we obtain (4.34) in the-form 
,*" 
exp (EZ,) - 1 Pi-- 1 
Ea ( ) = exp ((el- 1) t )  (T) 
(4.3 6). 1 = - E [exp (1 (Nt + a)) - exp (IN,)], 
a 
where (N,, t 2 0) denotes a standard Poisson process. Taking derivatives on 
both sides of (4.36) with respect to I ,  we obtain 
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hence, by the Laplace inversion, the law of 2, is identified as 
But the measure featured on the right-hand side of (4.37) is signed; hence (Z,) 
does not exist. 
4-42. Looking for  signed measures o n  the  pa th  space. Write, 
for 1 2 0, 
then define, for any t 3 0, 
Our search for a process (Z,, t 2 0) in 4.4.1 led us to the relation (4.35), which 
we now write as 
On the other hand, the relation (4.38) leads to the semigroup property for 
(pr)t o since 
(4.40) P, (Pz %I (a) = exP ((el - 1) t)  PS b t )  (a) 
= exp (lei - 1) lt + 4) ql (a) = Pt+s @(a). 
Of course, by the relation (4,37), the semigroup (P,) is not positive. Nonetheless, 
it is tempting to ask the question: does there exist a Markov "process" (a, (Z, ,  t 2 0), (P,, a 2 0)) with signed measures (Pa) on path space, such that 
the r.v.'s T,, under Pa, are distributed as X,,,? 
4.5. Proofs of pints 3 and 4 of Theererem 1.4. Let us recall: 
f o in t  3. For any a€[O, 11, 
(4.41) (law) e = el Ga+e,G1-,. 
Po in t  4. For any a€[$, 11, I~ 
For any a€[O, 41, 
(4.43) (law) Xa,l-a+eGa = Y(1-or). 
As usual, it is understood that in these relations, whenever several r.v.'s are 
featured on one side, they are assumed independent. In the sequel of this work, 
this convention shaI1 always be in force, without being stated each time. More- 
over, e, with or without an index, indicates a standard exponential r.v.; Go and 
GI denote the r.v.'s defined in Theorem 1.2. 
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45.1. Proofs  of (4.42) and (4.43). From (1.19) we get 
(4.44) E [exp ( - AeG,)] = E (A 3 0) 
If 1 -a < i, i.e. a 2 4, then (4.45) implies, from the definition (1.41) of the 
r.v.'s Xa,b: 
E Cexp (- JeGa11 = E Cexp (- AX,, 1 - A1 E Cexp I - AY (1 -,))I> 
which yields (4.42). 
If a < +, (4.45) takes the form 
1 1-a  ( l+ay-l  
= E [exp (- AeG,)]  (1 +A)l-a u (1 +A)l-a- I >  
hence 
1 
(1 = E [exp I - AeG,II E [exp ( - AX,, -a], 
which yields (4.43). 
We note that, if 6: >+, (4.42) implies that eG, is infinitely divisible. 
4.5.2. Proof of (4.41). It is not difficult to show that (4.42) and (4.43) imply 
(4.41). However, we may also prove (4.41) directly, since 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.5 (THE ALGEBRA OF THE R.V.'S Xa ,, G a ,  AND GAMMA) 
,.m We begin with the existence of the r.v.'s Ga,@. 
5.1. Proof of point 1 of Theorem 1.5. Let us recall parts (i), (ii) and (iii) of 
this point: 
For any a, 8, 0 < a, P < 1 ,  there exists an r.v. Ga,@ taking values in [0, I], 
such that 
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The density of GU,B is 
51.1. Let us define 
We shall show that Fa.@ is the Stieltjes transform of the function fGmSB (u) defined 
by (5.3). To prove this, it suffices, with the help of the inverse Stieltjes transform, 
to show that 
However, for u E [0, 13, the function 
converges, as 11 0, to 
where N is given by 
10 - PAMS 26.2 
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Hence, for U E ]  0, I[, 
tf- (1 - u ~ ~ i n ( n a ) + u " - ~  (1 - u y - l  sin(nfl]+(l -uY+@-l ua-8 sin (n (a-8)) 
X (1 -1()2"-2(1 - u ) ~ u ~ c o s ( ~ E ) + u ~ ~  - . 
= "f~.,~ ( 13 
and it is not dficult to see that if u > 1, we have 
51.2. We now prove that fG=,, is a probability d m i t y .  
It is obvious that, for a 2 j?, fG=,, (ts) 2 0, and this follows from elementary 
manipulation if a 4 p. Moreover, g fGE,fi(u)du = 1, since from (5.2) we get 
5.13. We now prove (5.1). 
It follows immediately from (5.21, since 
a i ( ~ / a y - ~ - ( ( ~ + ~ ) / ~ ~ - ~ ( i / a y - p  
((I + A)/Ar - (lily 
-- 
a l-(l+A)p-l ,,- 
=- 1-p (1+1)"-1 ' 
5.1.4. We prove that, for any a E [0, 11, G,,~'F' G, (part (iv) of point 1). 
This follows immediately from the explicit value of the density f,=,=, as given 
by (5.3), or again from (5.1): 
5.15. We prove that, for a €10, I[, G,,l-a is beta (a, 1 -a) distributed @art (v) 
of point 1). 
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This follows immediately from the explicit value of the density fGa,l-a, or 
again from 
5.2. Proof of point 2 of Theorem 1.5 (Algebraic gro.opriies). We recall: 
(5.6) 0) (lgJ1 If u + P > l ,  theneGa,B y(l-fl)+X1-B,a. 
(5.7) (ii) If a+P < 1, then y ( ~ - ~ )  (IEWI - eGa,fl+Xrr,l-l. 
(iii) For any 0 < a, /?, y < 1: 
5.2.8. Proofs of (5.6) and  (5.7). From the relation (5.1): 
once both the numerator and denominator have been multiplied by (1 +R)l-p, 
we obtain 
u (l+I)l-fl-l (5.1 1) E [exp (- AeGaBB)] = E 1 1-8 ( i+ny- l  (1 +:G,J = (- 
If a + 2 1, i.e. 1 - P < u, this relation takes the form 
i.e. (5.6). 
If a+/? < 1, i.e. a < 1-P, we write (5.11) in the form 
We have obtained (5.7). 
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5.2.2. Proofs of (5.81, (5.9) and  (5.10). From (5.1) we get 
= E [exp (- LeG,,,)] . E [exp ( - AeG,)], 
i.e. we obtain (5.8). 
Finally, the relations (5.9) and (5.10) follow easily from (5.8), (5.6) and (5.7). 
The proof of point 2 (iv) of Theorem 1.5 is obtained by similar arguments. 
5.3. Remark 5.1 
5.3.1. If we take y = a in (5.8), we obtain 
(5.12) (law) elGa,p+e2GB,a = elGu+eZGB. 
In particular, taking P = 1 -a in (5.12), we obtain 
This is our relation (4.41). 
It is not difficult to show, after making some manipulations which are 
quite similar to the preceding ones, that (4.42) and (4.43) are particular cases of 
(5.9) and (5.10). 
5.3.2. Of course, we did not find directly the explicit value of fcs,, as given 
by (5.3), with the help of the proof described in the above points 5.1.1 and 5.1.2. 
Prior to that proof, we developed a heuristic computation which was quite 
similar. to the one made in Subsection 2.2.3. 
.' cv- 
6. THE (6, G) SELF-DECOMPOSABLE VARIABLES. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1.6 AND 1.7 
6.1. Let G be a positive r.v, such that 
(6.1) E [log+(l/G)] < oo . 
It is not difficult to show that (6.1) is equivalent to either of the following 
assertions: 
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ax i.e. E (e -"3-  1(,,,, is the LCvy measure of a subordinator; 
X 
(6.4) E (log ( 1  +A/G)) < co for one (hence any) value of L > 0 .  
We may then formulate, thanks to the Lkvy-Khintchine formula, the fol- 
Iowing 
DEFINITION -6.1. Let 6 > 0, and G be an R,-valued r.v. which satisfies 
(6.1). We shall say that an R,-valued r.v. A is (8,  G )  self-decomposable if, for 
every A 2 0, 
The equality (6.5) may also be written as 
(6.6) E (e - lA)  = exp { -SE (log ( 1  +A/G))) ,  
the latter formula (6.6) being obtained, e.g., as an application of the Frullani 
integral (see [17], p. 6). In fact, we thought of Definition 6.1 after considering 
formula (1.16), which, in our terminology, may be stated as: the r.v. A, is 
(I -a, G,) self-decomposable. 
6.2. The notion of (6,  G) self-decomposablity is related quite naturally to 
the standard gamma subordinator. 
S ta tement  and proof of Theorem 1.6 (A link between the standard 
gamma subordinator and the (6, G) self-decomposability). 
Let (y,, t >, 0) denote the standard gamma subordinator whose Ltvy-Khin- 
tchine representation is of the form 
1 (6.7) . E [exp ( - RyJ]  = ----- - (1 + exp(-tlog(l+l)) ( l , t > O ) ,  ,m 
and let h : [0, co [ + [O, oo [ Borel. 
Poin t  1. Define 
Then A ,  is a.s. finite if and only if 
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P o i n t  2. Under the hypothesis (6.9), Ah is seIf-decomposable, with LLvy- 
Khintchine representation 
with 
E [exp ( -Adh)]  = exp (1 -e-")Fh (x) - 
X 
P o i n t  3. For any r.v. G > 0 satisfying (6.1), there exists h satisfiring (6.9) 
such that 
I n  other terms, every (6, G) seEf-decomposabIe r.v. may be written in the form 
(6.8) for a well-chosen function h. 
Recall (cf. the remark following the statement of Theorem 1.6 in Subsec- 
tion 1.8) that: 
The function h, whose existence is asserted in the above point 3 is ex- 
plicitly given in terms of S and G via the formula 
h (u) = 1 S - (u/d) for u ~ ( 0 , S )  and h(u)=Ofor  u > 6 .  
The Laplace transform $, of the r.v. Ah is hyperbolically completely 
monotone. 
6.2.1. Proof  of (6.9) a n d  (6.10). By a density argument, it suffices to 
consider h continuous, with compact support. Then we have 
=l imexp{-C( t i+ , - t i ) log(1+12h( t i ) ) )  (by (6.7)) 
m 
= exp (- j log (1 +ah (t))  dt) = exp 
0 
since, for every v 2 0, the Frullani integral (cf. [17], p. 6) gives 
Hence, making the change of variables h(t)x = y, and then applying Fubini's 
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theorem, we obtain 
which proves both (6.9) and (6.10). 
6.2.2. Proof of point  3 of The orem 1.6. Assume now that G satisfies 
(6.1), or (4.41, and 6 > 0. Let us consider the probability space obtained from 
the unit interval [O,  11, fitted with Lebesgue measure, and realize G in the form 
for a well-chosen function h7 with support in [0, 63. Then we obtain 
1 
(6.14) SE (e-xG) = d 1 exp 
0 
Thus 
Finally, it is clear, as a consequence of the definition (6.13), that 
6.23. PI o of of Theorem 1.7. Mutatis mutandis, it is exactly the same as 
the proof of point 3 of Theorem 1 (cf. Proposition 2.3 and Subsection 2.3.3 
above). 
6.2.4. Proof  of Theorem 1.8. 
DEFINITION 6.2. A function F : 10, co [ + R ,  , which belongs to C1, satis- 
fies (ST, 6) if the following conditions (6.15)-(6.17) hold: 
(6.15) F admits a holomorphic extension to C\] - co, 01; 
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(6.16) for every u > 0, lim,,o+ F (-u + iq) : = F+ (u) exists and is continuous 
(resp., lim,,, F (- u -iq) : = F- (u) exists and is continuous), and 
Im (F- (u) - F+ (u)) 2 0 for every u > 0; 
(6.17) for A real, lim,, , AF (A) = 6 > 0. 
Let A denote a positive r.v. with Laplace transform $: 
A > O .  
We assume that F := @/$ satisfies (ST, 6). 
. . 
6.2.4.a. We show that: f (u) : = (2x6)-' (1m ( F  (er) - ~+(u)))  dejines a proba- 
bility density on R,, and A is (6, G )  self-decomposable, where G is  an r.v. with 
density J: 
In fact, we have already proved this when we showed the existence of the 
r.v.'s G,  (Subsection 2.2.1) and of the r.v.'s Ga,B (Subsection 5.1). We now sum- 
marize the important points of this proof: 
By inversion of the Stieltjes transform, we have 
f is positive (from (6.16)) and has integral 1 (from (6.17)). 
* Let G denote an r.v. with density f: Then 
hence 
Consequently, by integration, 
The results of the paper are gathered in the table which follows. 
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Miin properties: 
(law) m A, = lo e - ' d x  (x, t LO) is an (a, Kd compound Poisson process, with K , "~ '~ /G , .  
(law) A, = U1'"(A,+KJ (U, A,, K, independent, and U uniform on [0, 11). 
Random 
variable 
A ,  (0 < a < 1) 
G.  (0 < a < 1) 
Gli2 
GI,, PEN, P 3 2 
G1 
&wI 1 Go = 
1 + exp (IT C) 
C standard Cauchy 
G,,b (0 <", B (1) 
(law) 
G,, = G, 
(15~1  
G,,l-O, - Pa.1-. 
X, ( O < a < b <  1) 
xa.1 (0 <a  < 1) 
(law) Xo,l = e - U  
Xo, (0 < b < 1) 
Density 
(* only the density is given, not the LT) 
X-(z+l) (1 - e -7  l ( X 3 0 )  
r ( i -a )  
Laplace 
transrorm 
(l+y-n. 
a sin (x af x*-l(l-Xy-l 
* -  ( 1  (1-m)n (1-x)~"-2(1-x)"x'cos(n~)+X2"1~0~11 
1 1  
- 
l ~ " + l l ~ x l  
=P (-;) lo (i) 
1 P - 1  
* - s ~ ( ~ ) ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ l - x ) - k ~ ~ l { o , ~ , ( x ~  
~ ( ~ - l ) k = l  
110,11(x) 
1 
*-  
1 
- x  p ll0.11(~~ 
X(1-dn2+(Iog-;> 
A-l(l-e-?) 
a 
* - 
nu-fi) 
(1-x)xn-l ~in(rca)+x~"-~(l-x)B-~ sin(nB+ (1 - ~ ) a + ~ - ~  xa-Bsin(n(6-8)) 
( ~ - x ) ~ " - ~ ( ~ - x ) ' x ~ c o s ( ~ ~ ~ ) + x ~ '  1[0,11(4 
s i n ( ~ a ) ~ " - '  
X 
(1-x)-" l[o,r](x) 
b (1+1)"-1 
- 
a (1 + AIb- 1 
1 (l+A).-1 
- 
a 3, 
.- log(1 + L) 
a 
log (1 +A) 
b(l+A)"-l 
I 
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Main properties: 
Paw) (law) (law) 
e = elGa+e2Gl-,; if cr~[1 /2 ,  11, eG, = yl-,+XI-,,,; if c r ~ [ O ,  1/21, X,,l-,+eG. = yl-,. 
(law) (hw) Ihw) 
e~G,~+e~Gp,, = elG,,,+ezGB; ifa+B 2 1, eG,@ = ~I-,+XI-~,.; ifufg < 1, yl-@ = eGa,b+X,,-8. 
Random 
variable 
A, (0 < u < 1) 
G, (0 < a < 1) 
Gljz 
GI,,, P E N ,  F 2 
GI  
flaw) 1 Go = 
l + e x p ( n C )  
C standard Cauchy 
Ga.b (O<ar f i < 1 )  
OLW) 
G,. - Ga 
Paw) 
GE,1-= = f l = , ~ - ~  
X,., ( O < a <  b < 1) 
X,,l (0 < a  < 1) 
(Law) Xo,l = e. U 
XO,, (0 < b  < 1) 
Stieltjes transform 
Lb-1-  
- 
(1+4"-l 
1-a (l+AY-rl" 
1 
Jm 
log (1 + i) 
1 1 
a(l+4,0g(l$) 
u 12"-i-(l+rl)P-1 A=-8 
- 
1-p (l+A)Q-,la 
a ~ ~ - l - ( ~ + a y - l  
- 
1-a ( l + @ - P  
A n - 1  
(I +A)" 
Lbvy measure 
E Cexp ( - xG,ll dx (1-4 
non infinitely divisible 
non idlnitely divisible 
non infinitely divisible 
non infinitely divisible 
non infinitely divisible 
non infinitely divisible 
non infinitely divisible 
x :[(I - ~ ) E [ ~ x ~ ( - ~ ) ] - ( l  -b)E(exp(--$))] ldr 
E Cexp (- s/G.II (1 -4 
X - 
1 Cn" 
- E [exp ( -x (1 + e?)] dx 
x 
C standard Cauchy 
X A(, rexp(-xcl +n)i 
-(I -b)E[exp(-i)]}dx 
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